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How do we know our climate is changing?

What can we expect in the future?

By knowing this how can it help us now?

Climate Change – The Basics
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Solar Angle



Atmospheric circulation patterns



Energy Balance

Figure 2.11 from the WG1 report of the 2013 IPCC 5AR. Adapted from Wild et al. 2013
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Long term Observations
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Global temperature trend



Temperature anomalies by country



Climate is what you expect, weather is what you get

~ 1C



Change in climate average



Change in climate average



Evidence of changing normal climate



Latest Global Status

“We are currently way off track to meeting either the 1.5°C 

or 2°C targets that the Paris Agreement calls for. We need 

to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 45% from 2010 
levels by 2030 and reach net zero emissions by 2050.”

Key Messages from 2019:

o Global mean temperature 1.1oC above pre-industrial levels

o Record levels of CO2 in atmosphere.

o The ocean absorbs around 90% of the heat that is trapped 

by greenhouse gases.

o The warming ocean expands, raising sea levels.
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Global climate models

Credit: Paul Nolan



Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP)



Downscaling for more regional information

Global Model
to Regional Model

Credit: Paul Nolan



Verification of downscaled models

Credit: Paul Nolan



Mid Century Projections

Mid-Century (2041-2060) Projections

Number of “Heat Waves” over 20-year period 

Credit: Paul Nolan

Model findings, Mid Century (2041-2060) Projections:

o Mean annual temperatures will increase by 1–1.6°C

o Hot days will get warmer by 0.7-2.6°C

o Cold nights will get warmer by 1.1-3.1°C

o The number of frost days is projected to decrease by over 50%

o The average length of the growing season will increase

o Increase in number of heatwaves by mid-century

o Heavy rainfall events will increase in winter and autumn

o Storms affecting Ireland will decrease in frequency, but increase in intensity

https://www.ichec.ie/partnerships/state-supported/high-resolution-climate-projections-for-Ireland
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Climate Services

Meteorological 
information

Socio-economic
variables

Adapted from
https://gfcs.wmo.int/what-are-climate-services



Worldwide Impacts




